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by Peter Gray and David Chanoff At Sudbury Valley School there is no cur riculum. There are no academic requirements, and there is no evaluation of students except when requested. For 16 years Sudbury Valley has been operating on the principle that students must direct their own education.
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T LEAST SINCE 1902, when John Dewey published The Child and the Curriculum, we have witnessed an ongoing de bate between those who support what we still think of as "traditional" methods and those who believe that spontaneity, natu ral curiosity, choice, and enjoyment should be accorded an important role in the educational process. The educational pendulum has swung back and forth be tween these two positions, perhaps reflect ing deep moods in the culture - a confi dent and expansive optimism on the one hand and a wary reliance on the tradition al and well-proven on the other. For ex ample, the trend toward relaxed require ments, expanded electives, and "relevant" courses that marked the Seventies has given way in recent years to a renewed em phasis on basic studies, drill, homework, and rigorous grading - a movement that has gained added momnentum from the spate of reports on reforming education that were issued during 1983. The pendulum, however, always de scribes the same arc. In practice it is rare to find the fundamental challenge, rare to find people ready to set off on what ap pears to be a risky course, rarer still to find that such a departure lasts long enough for the results to be observed. Conse the national debate between quently, those we call progressive and those we call traditional has in fact been a debate among people who agree about many of the fundamentals of their task. Both "sides" share basic assumptions: faith in a curriculum, the central importance of de liberate pedagogy, the need to motivate students and to instill a love (or at least a tolerance) of learning, and the need to es tablish standards for personal achieve ment. Rarely does anyone seriously suggest an educational model that rejects these assumptions. A. S. Neill rejected them, but in so doing he also seemed (in his writings if not his practice) to abandon what most of us see as the fundamental function of education - to bring the posi tive influences of culture to bear on the development of the individual. Summer hill, according to Neill, was a place to pro tect children from the hurtful influences of the culture and to provide therapy for those already wounded. Neill viewed the child as innately wise and good, and he
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seems to have paid little attention to the processes of cultural transmission and in Ivan Illich and tellectual development. other proponents of deschooling also re jected the educational assumptions we have listed and argued that children are capable of structuring their own learning and actively acquiring the culture. But in an age-segregated society, in which chil dren are not "naturally" exposed to im portant positive aspects of the culture, it is hard to take the notion of deschooling seriously. In this article we wish to describe a model for schooling that rejects the com monly held assumptions listed above, yet takes into account the need to bring chil dren into contact with the culture. After a brief account of what we believe to be the biological basis for education, we describe a school that has been operating for 16 years on the principle that students must direct their own education. Biology



and Self-Education



is the process by which Education culture is transmitted from generation to generation. It is the process by which each new generation acquires the values, knowledge, lore, and skills of the society. Because culture and its transmission are universal to humankind, we must assume that the bases for education are rooted in the biological make-up of the human animal. Children everywhere manifest behav ioral traits that facilitate acquisition of the culture. The universality of these traits makes it likely that they are biologically based. Therefore, it seems appropriate to refer to them collectively as "the biological system for self-education," a description that implies kinship with other essential biological systems, such as that for repro duction or for food intake and digestion. Such traits have been well documented by anthropologists and psychologists and are readily recognized by anyone who has paid attention to children. Among these the following figure largely: curiosity, the drive for competence, the desire to grow up, modeling (copying the behavior of ad mired older children or adults), and fan tasy. The relation of each of these traits to education is obvious, with the possible ex ception of fantasy. Curious probing and modeling are means by which children learn about the world around them; fan is tasy (daydreaming and make-believe) the means by which they stretch their learning to encompass possible worlds. Nothing ismore critical to intellectual de velopment than a well-practiced imagina tion. It is the wellspring not only of art and literature, but of much science as well. To go beyond facts, to imagine ways



of organizing things that are not immedi ately apparent to the eye, is the very qual ity that distinguishes the creative scientist from the mere gatherer of data.1 Readers will readily recognize that the characteristics we have listed are part of what is commonly called play, and we have no objection to using that term if it is understood that play is not frivolous. Although the biological function of play is not as direct and immediate as that of such activities as obtaining food or avoiding danger, play clearly serves the long-term need of educating. Play is the means by which young mammals acquire the skills they will need to survive as in dependent adults. Little wonder that hu mans, who have the most to learn, are the most playful animals of all. Curious prob ing, copying, repeated practicing of skills, and fantasizing are essential components of our behavior. Furthermore, most ob servers would agree that the traditional school has turned out not to be an ideal setting for the full development of these playful aspects of human nature.2 From time to time, school reformers have tried to take advantage of the bio logical capacities of the child in the stan dard school format. It is probably fair to say that much of the impetus behind pro gressive education, the open classroom, and theMontessori method derived from efforts to accommodate children's natural drive for learning. But these approaches were never intended to bring about fun damental changes in the distribution of responsibility for learning. Despite what students may have been told about being they "responsible" for their education, saw clearly that such was not the case. Teachers and other educational planners still set curricula and standards and still struggled mightily to entice students to achieve. Giving up certain authoritarian methods of control, without also provid ing an environment in which students' self-motivation can take over, may even reduce student achievement. A Different



Kind



of School



Can a school promote cultural acquisi tion in a manner harmonious with what we have termed the biological self-educa tion system? We believe it can. In fact, we believe that such a school already exists. The Sudbury Valley School, which has operated for 16 years in Framingham, Massachusetts, is the school we have in mind. For the past year and a half, we have been conducting a study of the school and its graduates. We will report the results of that study when it has been completed. Here we will only describe the major features of the school and illustrate the ways in which self-directed learning takes place there.



A t Sudbury Valley there is no school-imposed seg regation - not by age, not by sex,



not by ability.



Sudbury Valley is a private school, but it is nonselective. It admits anyone who applies, age 4 to adult. The tuition is low, and the school is certified to award high school diplomas. Sudbury Valley operates as a partici patory democracy. All decisions, includ ing those about the hiring of staff, the pur chase of new equipment, and the rules of behavior, are made at weekly meetings, at which each student and each staff member has a vote. The rules are enforced by a judicial committee made up of school members of all ages. At Sudbury Valley there is no curricu lum. There are no academic requirements. There is no evaluation of students except when requested, no grades or other de vices to rank them from best to worst. There is no school-imposed segregation of any kind - not by age, not by sex, not by ability. Students are free tomove about at will, using the school's laboratories, work shops, library, playground, and other re sources (subject only to rules established The by the democratic procedures). school employs a staff knowledgeable in all the traditional academic subjects and inmany others not often available in pri mary and secondary schools. But staff members have no authority to enforce their ideas about what students should learn. On the contrary, the school seeks out teachers who will pursue their own in terests in vigorous, robust ways, while maintaining absolute respect for each stu dent's right to map out his or her own ac tivities. Staff members teach by responding to students' interests, largely through con versation, answering questions, or guiding questioners to other sources. Sometimes a student or a group of students will wish to pursue a topic in a systematic way under the direction of a staff member. When this happens, the result is either a tutorial or a course. In addition, for students who wish to pursue interests that the school and its staff cannot provide, staff members help arrange apprenticeships outside the
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school. But most learning at the school does not occur through these formal means. Learning occurs at Sudbury Valley pri marily because children are allowed to play to the fullest; that is, they are allowed to pursue their interests to the fullest. For example, a child interested in fishing may read fishing magazines, study maps, and learn geography, geology, and stream bi ology. Or a child interested in "Dungeons and Dragons" will learn percentages and probability and may read fantasy books, mythologies, and medieval history. All of this is play because it grows out of the child's own desires. Most children develop many interests as they grow, and from each one they acquire a new set of skills and ideas. In the process they discover what they are good at and not good at, what they like and don't like. Such discoveries prepare them (at least in theory) to seek their vocations. It is important to understand that what happens at Sudbury Valley is not play for the sake of learning but play for the sake of playing. Sudbury Valley is not part of the "learning can be fun" tradition in education, in which games, toys, and en joyable activities are explicitly planned for the function of teaching certain skills or knowledge. Students spend most of their time pursuing immediate interests (play), and the long-term learning that results is incidental. Of course, in the broad, evolu tionary sense discussed earlier in this arti cle, it is no accident that the kinds of ac tivities children enjoy are precisely those from which they learn a great deal. In providing an environment in which children can truly pursue their own in terests, Sudbury Valley is following an ap proach quite different from that described by John Dewey. Dewey pointed out the necessity for the educator to use a child's forth and fallings "present puttings away," to capitalize on a child's "inclina tions and interests," for the sake of foster ing specific learning. According to Dewey, without the sensitive intervention of adults to provide the appropriate stimuli of the development and experiences, mature knowledge is not likely to be achieved. "Nothing can be developed from nothing; nothing but the crude can be developed from the crude - and this is what surely happens when we throw the child back upon his achieved self as a finality" -that is, when we fail to guide the child's blind impulse to proper use.
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THE CONTRARY, one of the central observations of our study is that play for the sake and with of play -unguided out unsolicited adult intervention - en tails the acquisition of skills and knowl
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edge and often matures quite directly into professional pursuits. The reflections of a successful young photographer, a student at Sudbury Valley from age 4 to age 18, bear out this point. From the age of 6 or 7 I can always having at least one focused remember it cen I was very young interest. When I used to sit on the tered on nature.... porch at home, or outside at school, and watch a particular spider web or anthill I always or grasshopper for hours. on wanted to do a kind of documentary insects, like the ones I had seen on TV Na and in the pictures of the Time-Life I would ture Library. have these very concrete a book or fantasies of making a movie. . . . It was like an obsession



Learning occurs at Sudbury Valley primarily because children are allowed to play



to



the fullest.



beginning with bicycles and progressing through power mowers and minibikes to automobiles. Because there were no me I didn't even start It was strange because chanics on the staff during this student's until I was 12 or 13. But photography the idea of photography was circulating years at Sudbury Valley (from age 12 then. Maybe in my head years before through age 19), he had to look elsewhere I finally started doing that's why, when for advice. "If I had a problem, I would it, it seemed so natural. either go talk to someone who knew about I was 121/2 or 13 I finally de When it or read a book. If, say, I'd have a par cided to come out with it and asked my ticular problem with a Ford, I'd call the showed me how to use a father, who nearest Ford dealer and ask to speak to a I had never to that point camera. Up mechanic. I did that countless times, from to pick up a camera even bothered the time I was 16 or so, when I began I spent a long time Then just fantasies. . . . From reading about photography. to get into problems I couldn't under spend the age of 13 on I was probably stand. . . . I always found that people in the ing at least two days a week would tell you anything if you asked them solid days, eight to school darkroom and were respectful. . .." Iwas 10 hours. There was a period when This young man's interest in fixing 15 or 16 that I was riding my bike to evolved into an interest in making things late at night then riding home school, them. "As far as inventiveness goes, a lot 12- or a marathon after spending of it came not from just being interested in the darkroom. ... 14-hour session inmachines and how they work but want Another Sudbury Valley graduate (en ing to be able to make them myself. rolled from age 8 through age 18) is now a Working with something that's broken Phi Beta Kappa mathematics student. He can really get dull after a while. What you want to do ismake themachine in the first recalled that his focus on physics and con sequently on mathematics was at least in place. Even now, I find this themost excit ing proposition of all - designing and part triggered by obsessive reading of science fiction. In commenting on the con building - because it's so varied." In each of these cases, such elements as nection, he noted, "Science fiction tends to deal with things that are on the border long-term concentration, focused interest, line of real possibilities. Good science enjoyment, and fantasy are evident. In fiction attempts to do one of two things. each of them, play developed into ever Either it attempts to contradict no known more serious activity entirely on the stu dent's own initiative. These students made facts, or to change one assumption and work from that, which is kind of similar use of adult guidance and instruction, but to many mathematical concepts." only when they felt that such assistance Still another graduate, now a highly would help them achieve goals that had skilled machinist, described how in his grown out of their own deeply personal early years at the school he spent a great engagement with an activity. deal of time making miniature clay In each of the three cases we have models. "That lasted several years; an in cited, childhood play matured into adult credible amount of time was spent at the occupation in a fairly direct way. In other plasticene table. Sometimes Iwould come cases, of course, we have found that the to school first thing in the morning, and I path was less obvious. But even where the doubt if I even took time out for lunch. subject of early play is not evident in adult They had to drag me away when it was pursuits, our observations suggest that the time to close. We built things, built cars, elements of play continue to characterize tanks, airplanes . .. a good machinery, adult activities. The capacity to sustain in group of us were doing this." This activity tense involvement, the capacity to make was carried on concurrently with an in use of fantasy and imagination, and the devices, terest in repairing mechanical willingness to experiment with new ideas to make a photographic documentary.
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and new ways of doing things - all key elements of play - are also key elements of the most culturally valuable adult ac tivities. This point is consistent with the thinking of the Dutch cultural historian, Johann Huizinga, whose thesis in Homo Ludens was that essentially all cultural ac tivities - including law, art, philosophy, and science - are extensions of the hu man ability to play.



T



HUS FAR we have emphasized the importance of the native ca pacities that children bring to their education. But develop ment does not occur in a vacuum; chil dren's capacities develop through continu ous interaction with the culture around them. In order for childhood play to serve the function of education (i.e., acquiring the culture of the society), itmust occur within a context that integrates the child with that culture and its adult represen tatives. In this regard, perhaps the most important feature of the Sudbury Valley School is that it brings people of all ages together, under conditions in which they can interact with one another freely and learn from one another. To this end, the school employs a relatively large staff (most of whom work part time and have other careers elsewhere) and makes it possible for parents and other adults to spend time visiting the school. Conse quently, a variety of older people, all of whom have different skills, ideas, con are regular cerns, and personalities, features of the school environment. These people play an important role in the education of the students at the school, because the students see them as in teresting people and learn by watching them and interacting with them. Equally important as the presence of adults is the fact that the school does not separate students by age. To the outside observer, one of the most conspicuous features of the school is the pervasive ness of mixed-age groups. One commonly finds teenagers reading to or playing with young children, holding animated conver sations that include preadolescents and adolescents, and playing soccer or basket ball games in which teams are composed of young children, teenagers, and adults. Classes are sometimes made up of chrono logical peers, but just as often there is a re markable variety of ages among the stu dents. One of the advantages of the free mix ing of ages is that it provides a continuum of possible role models. Young people in teract regularly with others at various stages of intellectual maturity and social competence. An 8-year-old, for example, can see directly what it means to be a teenager, so teenagers are not half-fright



ening, half-romantic mysteries. Converse ly, a teenager finds it easier to retain his or her connection with the less self-conscious spontaneity, exuberance, and playfulness In this environment of preadolescence. role models are not glimpsed from afar but seen up close as part of daily life. Children at Sudbury Valley are often in close contact with somewhat older chil dren whose examples set a continuous, but not unmeetable, challenge. In a discussion of the importance of age-mixing in education, Daniel Green berg, a historian of science and a found of the Sudbury Valley ing member School, has written, [Age mixing]



enables



you,



as you



are



growing toward adulthood, always to find somebody in both directions. You can ahead



just a few steps find somebody the in learning how to deal with



Rrhaps



the most



important feature of the Sudbury Valley is that it School of all brings people



ages together.



itarianism, fairness, harmony, and ac commodation are conspicuous in the com plex of values that governs this kind of competition.



The educational model that we have been discussing raises important questions and therefore not so far ahead that he is that go beyond the scope of this article. a lot of the same no longer encountering Will students acquire all the skills and problems), somebody who still speaks a lot knowledge needed to function happily the same language, who still makes But at the same of the same mistakes. and productively in our complex society? a few of the things time he has achieved Will they develop the capacity for the to achieve, and since you can you want hard, sometimes unpleasant work that is a the talk about 80%o of it rather easily, necessary component of many otherwise an awful lot easier other 20Oo becomes rewarding adult occupations? Are certain it is On the other hand, to understand. kinds of culturally important activities not to be able to turn important equally pursued by students in this educational a little be and find somebody around setting? Would these be lost to the culture you get a handle on hind you, because if all people were educated in this way? and on your accomplishments your maturation by refining and explaining We will be addressing these and other con it clear to and making and reexplaining cerns in future reports of our survey of the who is asking you. This is the somebody graduates of the school. However, our say of the commonplace real meaning findings to date indicate that Sudbury Val and learning are two ing that teaching ley graduates have succeeded in a wide sides of the same coin. including busi variety of occupations, ness, the arts, the social and natural sci The presence of people of all ages and ences, the humanities, journalism, and the sizes also provides a powerful impetus for trades. devising rules, both formal and informal, We hope that our detailed study of this for getting along together and for under group will shed light on the specific con standing the ideals and standards of social cerns we have mentioned here, as well as intercourse. Respect for others and tolera on other important issues in educational tion of differences are values that children philosophy. We believe that such a study see as enabling them to get along with those who are older and stronger. At the will focus attention on the educational function of play and will improve our same time, children come to understand understanding of the environmental con that respect and toleration must be re ditions that allow children's built-in means ciprocal. For example, games at Sudbury for educating themselves to function most Valley are remarkable in that they typical effectively. ly include players of very different ages and levels of skill. The trick is not simply to balance the opposing teams but to find in our indebtedness 1. We wish to acknowledge ways of adjusting play to the requirements general to the writings of Daniel Greenberg and in par of all the participants. Players must in ticular to his discussion of the role of fantasy in his un published "Outline of a New Philosophy." Readers in tegrate themselves with some whose size, terested in this book-length manuscript or in his short strength, and skill are inferior to theirs paper on age-mixing may contact him in care of the and with others whose prowess is su Sudbury Valley School, 2 Winch St., Framingham, perior. Concepts of fair play have to be MA 01701. affective, and student 2. The lack of spontaneous, devised and universally accepted, so that initiated behaviors in schools has been documented by the 18-year-old athlete will not take undue Kenneth A. Sirotnik, "What You See IsWhat You advantage of an 8-year-old adversary (and Get: Consistency, Persistency, and Mediocrity in vice versa) or so that girls and boys can en Classrooms," Harvard Educational Review, February Li 1983, pp. 16-31. joy competing together. Concepts of egal environment (just a few steps ahead,
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